
wǎng luò           

网络           

Internet; network (computing, telecommunications, transport etc)

wǎng zhàn           

网站           

website; network station; node

bó kè           

博客           

blog (loanword); weblog; blogger

shì pín           

视频           

video

yóu xì           

游戏           

game; Classifiers: 场 ; to play



wēi xìn           

微信           

Weixin or WeChat (mobile text and voice messaging service developed by Tencent 腾讯 )

shàng yǐn           

上瘾           

to get into a habit; to become addicted

yán zhòng           

严重           

grave; serious; severe; critical

lí kāi           

离开           

to depart; to leave

chī            

离            
mythical beast (archaic)



lí bù kāi          

离不开          

inseparable; inevitably linked to

dài            

待            
to wait; to treat; to deal with; to need; going to (do sth); about to; intending to

wū zi           

屋子           

house; room; Classifiers: 间

sè qíng           

色情           

erotic; pornographic

wǎng bā           

网吧           

Internet café



biàn lùn           

辩论           

debate; argument; to argue over; Classifiers: 场

yǐng xiǎng           

影响           

influence; effect; to influence; to affect (usually adversely); to disturb; Classifiers: 股

lì dà yú bì         

利大于弊         

"Benefit greater than the harm "[大于 =greater than]

bì dà yú lì         

弊大于利         

"Harm greater than the benefit" [大于 =greater than]



chá            

查            
to research; to check; to investigate; to examine; to refer to; to look up (e.g. a word in a dictionary)

zī liào           

资料           

material; resources; data; information; profile (Internet); Classifiers: 份

wài mài           

外卖           

to go; take out (relates to food bought at a restaurant)

fān yì           

翻译           

to translate; to interpret; translator; interpreter; translation; interpretation; Classifiers: 个

yī shí zhù xíng         

衣食住行         

clothing, food, housing and transport (idiom); people's basic needs



xīn wén           

新闻           

news; Classifiers: 条

kě kào           

可靠           

reliable

zá zhì           

杂志           

magazine; Classifiers: 本

lā jī           

垃圾           

trash; refuse; garbage; (coll.) of poor quality; Taiwan pr. [le4 se4]

shí dài           

时代           

age; era; epoch; period (in one's life); Classifiers: 个 ; age; era; epoch; period (in one's life); Class...



zhòng yào           

重要           

important; significant; major

luò wǔ           

落伍           

to fall behind the ranks; to be outdated

yǒu yòng           

有用           

useful

zhèng fǔ           

政府           

government; Classifiers: 个

kòng zhì           

控制           

control; to exercise control over; to contain



jiē guǒ           

结果           

to bear fruit; Classifiers: 个

miǎn fèi           

免费           

free (of charge)

xià zǎi           

下载           

to download; also pr. [xia4 zai4]

ruǎn jiàn           

软件           

(computer) software

gǎn jué           

感觉           

to feel; to become aware of; feeling; sense; perception; Classifiers: 个



kàn qǐ lai          

看起来          

seemingly; apparently; looks as if; appear to be; gives the impression that; seems on the face of it to be

tīng qi lai          

听起来          

to sound like

bǎi fēn zhī          

百分之          

percent

bāng zhù           

帮助           

assistance; aid; to help; to assist



lǎo shi           

老是           

always

hài de           

害得           

to cause or lead to sth bad

gǎn            

敢            
to dare; daring; (polite) may I venture

kǎ lā ok          

卡拉 O K         

karaoke

chí dào           

迟到           

to arrive late



jí máng           

急忙           

hastily

guò lái           

过来           

to come over; to manage; to handle; to be able to take care of

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 


